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Bacteria and how to stop them

Before 1900 to treat Syphilis they tried:
ALMOST ANYTHING

Mercury, poisons, potassium iodide, 
arsenic.  You name it.  They tried it.

Paul Ehrlich

1910

Ehrlich and Syphilis
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Salvarsan 606
The magic bullet

for syphilis 

History

Salvarsan 606 was all very good but came with 
“considerable risk of side effects”
Better agents were needed.
Bayer (early 1930’s) found Prontosil to be a 
successful antibacterial agent.
Prontosil is broken down in the body to 
sulfanilamide.  Once again it had its problems.

Prontosil Sulfanilamide

Crimea, Boer, WW1, WW2
In battle, they were in great need of 
antibiotics to treat the wounded.
We also needed ‘selective toxicity’.

“Cured the disease, but killed the pateint”



Penicillin - History

1871,  Joseph Lister found that mould on cheese 
made germs weaker.
1896, Ernest Duchesne, mould helps saddle sores
1928, Alexander Fleming found that a mould on a 
plate of bacteria stopped their growth.

Fleming

Penicillin
Fleming’s discovery lay dormant for 10 years
Howard Florey in 1938 started again with Ernst Chain 
and Norman Heatley in Oxford.
They managed to extract enough penicillin to give it to 
a patient  [Albert Alexander, 1940].
After various attempts, it worked.  Nobel prizes
But, production was a big problem.

Florey Chain

Heatley

The industrial might of the USA

Production was stepped up many thousand 
fold to provide enough penicillin for D-day.

4 hours – not bad



But.  What does it look like?
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My son (Mats – aged 8) said to me earlier this year.
Is that what they really look like?

I’m afraid I had to say “No, that’s just a drawing”

Link to
modelling
package to 
view

Magritte, 1928

And.  How does it work?

The antibiotic penicillin works by weakening the bacterial 
cell wall, making the bacteria burst.



Then the bugs fought back

Over the last few decades (probably 
millions of years), some bacteria have 
become resistant to penicillin.  The so-
called super-bugs.
MRSA, VRE have emerged.
Hospital wards have shut.
How? • Mutation

• Enzymes to destroy
penicillin

Fighting Bacteria and Viruses

And, they grow very fast
Weight of numbers wins Brad, they’re mutating!



Can they do that?

Enzyme that
makes cell walls Pen

Mutated
enzyme

Penicillin blocks the
production of cell walls.
Leads to cell death.

Penicillin no longer blocks the
production of cell walls.
The bacteria happily live on.

Pen

Trouble in the UK

Herald Sun 
Feb 2007

5436 deaths to
superbugs in
1 year

This is twice 
the UK road
toll !!!

Resistant bugs

Time to fight back ourselves Molecular Modelling

Molecular modelling began in the 
1960’s and took off in the 1970’s.
It is now firmly established as a method 
used to help design new medicines.

myoglobin

Increased computer
power has helped
immensely



Molecular Modelling

Allows the chemist to view the drug or 
protein (e.g. enzyme) in 3 dimensions
It can be used to help design or search for 
a drug that is both specific and potent

Enzymes that destroy penicillin

Bacteria and mould have been living together for at 
least a billion years
Moulds developed chemical weapons (penicillin)
The bacteria fought back with enzymes
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Enzyme to
destroy
penicillin

Stopping the breakdown of penicillin Stopping the breakdown of penicillin

Clavulanic
acid



Australian antibiotics
In Australia we have 10 different penicillins for infections
We also have a wide range of other antibiotics but the 
search continues for new drugs
At the Pharmacy College we are working on a new 
antibiotic (platensimycin) found in 2004 (at Merck, USA)

Then a new menace arrived - AIDS

AIDS - History

In the first half of the 20th century AIDS 
spread from monkeys to humans
1959.  Man dies in Congo – 1st proven 
AIDS case.
1981.  Gay men in California begin 
showing AIDS symptoms.
Report recorded by US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention

AIDS - History

Pasteur Institut isolate HIV virus in 1983 
(2,122 deaths)
Retrovir used in AIDS (1987), 41,027 
die.
Through the 1990’s further drugs 
introduced. In 1998, 401,028 deaths.
AIDS ravages Africa.  2003.  Millions 
infected.
2007 – 3m/year die.  30m victims



AIDS 

How modelling has helped find a treatment

AIDS

How do you find a treatment for HIV?
Penicillin was a chance finding.
Could we design effective medicines?

Three enzymes emerged as vital for 
HIV survival.

HIV protease
HIV reverse transcriptase
HIV integrase

Rational Design of Medicines for AIDS
Plant/mould extracts tried again.
The chemists worked with the designers to 
generate new medicines.

The information:
This time they had the structure of the 
enzymes from the beginning.
Design the key to fit the lock.



The lock and key concept

key
lock

Enzyme

Drug

Enzyme, drug

complex

The lock and key concept

Lock = protein or enzyme

Key  = drug

When the key binds to the
active site, the enzyme
stops working leading to
the death of the virus.

The structure of the enzyme

Obtaining the 3D structure of a protein 
is increasingly important in drug design
How do we get these structures?

X-ray crystallography
Synchrotron
NMR
Computational

Australian Synchrotron - Clayton

Enter Molecular Modelling
We can design enzyme inhibitors (i.e. the key) 
in conjunction with the medicinal chemists
We need to consider

Shape
Flexibility
Charge 



HIV Tiger

HIV Protease Movie – Fitting into the active site



HIV –an evolving problem

Our drugs may have them on the run.
BUT

The virus is merrily mutating away  
Several strains exist,  and
The vaccines don’t work (yet)

The battle rages on

Summary

Chemistry, biology and molecular 
modelling work together as a team
We can stop bugs 

If you want more details – see me

I leave you with one further thought

Do some modelling yourself!!

Oxford University have harnessed the power of over
2 million computers worldwide to find cures for:
Anthrax
Smallpox
Cancer
Have a go.

http://www.chem.ox.ac.uk/curecancer.html



Resource material for teachers
Hartung lectures 2007

Penicillin
– “Penicillin: The Magic Bullet” (DVD) is available from 

» Readings
» http://www.metromagazine.com.au/shop/product.asp?pID=1367

&cID=9&c=195338
– Book - The Mould in Dr. Florey's Coat – Amazon.com + others
– Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Penicillin
– Google  “penicillin history”

AIDS
– “The Age of AIDS”  (DVD) is available from 

» Ebay - DVDLegacy
» http://stores.ebay.com.au/dvdlegacyAus
» Not an ideal source (about $50 Aus) and slow to arrive
» OR watch it online  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/aids/view/
– Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AIDS

David Manallack, VCP, 99039537, David.Manallack@vcp.monash.edu.au

Resource material for teachers 
Hartung Lectures - 2007

Molecular Modelling
– Wikipedia has some information but it gets deep quite quickly
– http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_modelling

This is good
http://www.nyu.edu/pages/mathmol/txtbk2/
This is a US website developed by the NYU/ACF 
Scientific Visualization laboratory 
It’s designed for US high school students to help 
understand modelling and assist with their chemistry

David Manallack, VCP, 99039537, David.Manallack@vcp.monash.edu.au


